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3d meshes (e.g. obj, vert, skm, fbx,.smd etc.) are imported to blender via
the import mesh or import pose options (a mesh from photoshop, 3ds max

or maya for example), or otherwise by pasting 3d geometry into the
geometry drop-down menu on the file menu "import" or "add" menu in the

"mesh" panel. after importing the mesh into blender, it needs to be
converted to a blender-ready format (e. you are allowed to use these

clothing in blender. by default they are exported without the outbound
collider and the meshfilter. if you wish to use the exported cloth mesh do

not use the cloth binding in unity. the base.skp file will have the setup
extruded so that blender can use it as a primitive without further

modification (or such) for the rest of the rigging and animation. blender will
use the parameters to create its own primitives including the character rig
which must then be set up as required. in the.skp1/.skp2/.skp3/.skp4..etc,

a set of hair regions, bones, smoothing, and animation. the.skp files
therefore contain a standard set of default rigging, in this case hair,

features and smoothing. these should always be included when scripting a
character for mesh export. once imported into unity, the imported.skp files
will have an 'imvu mesh extractor' collider which will overlap the in game
one. if the exported mesh is larger then this default collider then it should
be scaled with the proper factor. by default all of the clothes are attached
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to the default virtual character root bone. if you wish to use other bones,
then you need to create your own holstein muscle controller. see the

holstein tutorial for information on creating the appropriate rig.
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imm-exc is also used in conjunction with meshlab, a free software package
for 3d mesh processing. meshlab allows the import of raw 3d meshes
made in blender into a database. from this, users can easily perform a
variety of mesh processing tasks such as: add/remove vertices vertex

snapping facial selection facial welding cage removal mesh clean-up mesh
optimization export/import geometry to/from various formats (obj, ply, fbx,

stl, dxf, iges, etc) render made using the most current version of imvu
mesh extractor. it is now freely available on github for you to use, modify

and improve as you see fit. for commercial use (manufacturing companies,
product designers, etc.) check the licensing requirements. "imvu mesh

extractor (imm-exc) is a plugin for blender 2.69+ that allows the export of
imvu mesh content. the mesh export plugin allows blender users with imvu
account and imvumesh portal account access the option of exporting their

meshes to the imvu server as well as to the open source meshlab mesh
format. the export plugin also allows the export of the mesh file data to a

postscript file. this postscript file can then be opened in any graphics
program and contain all the mesh export information. imm-exc supports

exporting the mesh data to imvu and the open source mesh format
meshlab. export options includes the ability to generate a texture mesh,

create a custom fbx file, and export any selected objects as a selected set
of imm-exc json export options." 5ec8ef588b
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